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Challenges	
� Diagnosis	of	ductal	adenocarcinoma	
� Diagnosis	and	differential	diagnosis	of	nonductal	
neoplasms	

� Cytology	of	pancreatic	cystic	lesions	





Case	1	
�  54	yo	male	presented	with	abdominal	pain.	Imaging	
showed	a	mass	in	the	head	of	the	pancreas.	The	
imaging	findings	were	suggestive	of	pancreatitis,	but	
adenocarcinoma	was	not	excluded.		











What	is	your	diagnosis?		



Challenge	
� Benign,	nonneoplastic	inflammatory	changes	from	
ductal	adenocarcinoma	



�  Less	frequent	component	
than	acinar	cells	

� Occur	in	flat,	monolayered	
or	honeycomb	sheets	with	
uniformly	spaced	nuclei	

�  Round	uniformly	sized	
nuclei	

�  Cytoplasm	cuboidal	to	
columnar,	larger	ducts	
contain	more	mucin	

Cytology	Of	
Normal	Ducts	



Cytology	Of	Acinar	
Cells	
� Majority	of	normal	
pancreas	

� Occur	in	acini,	single	cells	
or	stripped	nuclei	

�  Abundant	well-defined,	
pyramidal	or	triangular	
shaped,	dense	cytoplasm	

�  Cytoplasm	contain	
zymogen	granules,	which	
are	positive	with	periodic	
acid	Schiff	stains	

�  Nuclei	have	characteristic	
prominent	nucleoli	



Normal	Islet	Cells	



Contaminants	
�  Squamous	cells	
� Mesothelial	cells	
� Hepatocytes	
� Gastric	epithelium	
�  Small	intestinal	epithelium	



� Large	flat	sheets	
� Cytoplasm	of	foveolar	
cells	is	columnar,	with	
mucin	

� Nuclei	round	and	
evenly	spaced,	
uniform	in	size	

Gastric  
Epithelium 



Gastric	Epithelium	

• Sometimes show small 
grooves, inclusions  
and small nucleoli 
• Associated with mucin 



Gastric Parietal Cells 
and Chief Cells 

Pitfall: May be mistaken for  
acinar cells or hepatocytes 



Duodenal	
Epithelium	

� Nuclei	round	and	
uniform	

� Background	mucin	is	
typically	thin,	
associated	with	
groups,	may	have	
debris	



Enterocytes have a  
microvillous brush border 



Degenerated duodenal cells 



Chronic		Pancrea..s		
	

Fibrous tissue fragments 

Ductal cells 

*absent acinar cells 





Calcifica.ons	



Atypia	in	ductal	cells:	Cells	remain	in	2-dimensional	sheet,		
increased	nuclear	size,	membranes	regular	



Criteria	for	Ductal	Adenocarcinoma	
�  Cellularity	
�  Background	

�  Coagulative	necrosis	or	inflammation	or	mucin	
�  May	be	clean	

�  Architectural	
�  Three-dimensional	groups,	loss	of	polarity,	abnormal	acinar	structures,	

cribiforming	
�  Nuclear	

�  nuclear	enlargement	
�  Increased	N/C	
�  Irregular	nuclear	membranes	
�  Irregular	chromatin	

�  Cytoplasmic	
�  Mucin	is	abnormal	
�  Cytoplasmic	vacuoles	

�  Dyshesion	
�  Single	cells	
�  Peripheral	dyshesion	

�  Mitoses	
�  More	frequent		
�  abnormal	



CYTOLOGICAL	EVALUATION	

� Low	power:	Assess	cellularity,	composition	
and	background	

�  Malignancy	more	cellular	
�  Predominantly	ductal	rather	than	mixed	(applies	to	

intraoperative	aspirates)	
�  Coagulative	tumor	type	necrosis	



Adenocarcinoma	
Typical	Smear	

Low power view Intermediate power of same  
field 



Background	

 
Coagulative necrosis Inflammation 

Clean 
Mucinous  



CYTOLOGICAL	EVALUATION	

� Intermediate	power	:	Assess	architecture	
of	groups	(most	critical*)	

�  Abnormal	spacing	of	nuclei	forming	either	3-dimensional	
crowded	groups	or	exaggerated	honeycomb	groups,	loss	
of	polaritY,	Dispersed	single	malignant	cells	



Nuclei crowded, touching 

Architecture Pseudoacinar  
structure 

Crowded nuclei 

Crowded nuclei 



ADENOCARCINOMA	
Uneven	spacing	of	nuclei	in	groups	

�  The	nuclei	become	unevenly	distributed,	crowded	and	touching	
in	some	areas	and	very	separated	in	others	

�  The	exaggerated	honeycomb	pattern	is	produced	in	groups	with	
abundant	cytoplasmic	mucin	in	which	the	nuclei	are	unevenly	
spaced,	as	above.	



CYTOLOGICAL	EVALUATION	

� High	power:	Assess	cytoplasmic	and	
nuclear	details	

�  Anisonucleosis	(4:1),	nuclear	enlargement	(1.5	X	red	blood	
cells),	nuclear	membrane	abnormalities,	parachromatin	
clearing,	hypo	and	hyperchromasia	



Nuclear	Feature:	Anisonucleosis	

Nuclear size variation greater 
than 4:1 



Nuclear	enlargement	

Nuclei >1.5 X RBC 

Adenocarcinoma nuclei (top)  
compared to normal ducts (bottom) 



Abnormal	chroma.n	distribu.on	

� Hypochromasia:	subtle,	
diffuse	paleness	to	the	
nucleus.		

•  Hyperchromasia 
•  Abnormal parachromatin 

clearing 



Cytoplasmic vacuoles or cytoplasmic lumens 



• On edge, nuclei appear 
pseudostratified 

Adenocarcinoma: cytoplasmic 
mucin, nuclear enlargement, 
pseudostratification 



Single	Malignant	Cells	



Mitotic figures 



Benign	Vs	Adenocarcinoma	
	Feature	 	 	Benign 	 	 	 	Adenocarcinoma	
Composition 	 	mixed	ductal	and	acinar 	 	mostly	ductal	
Cellularity 	 	scant	(except	GI) 	 	 	moderate	to	high	
Architecture	of	groups 	flat	and	cohesive 	 	 	irregular	shape	
Loss	of	polarity 	 	absent 	 	 	 	present	
Nuclear	crowding	 	minimal 	 	 	 	present	
Nuclear	membrane 	round,	oval 	 	 	angulation,	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																				
elongation,	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	notches,	grooves,	

	 	 	 	 	 	 																																						
convolutions	
N/C 	 	 	maintained 	 	 	increased	
Chromatin	 	 	even,	finely	granular 	 	parachromatin	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																		clearing		
	 	 																																																																											may		be	pale	
	 																																																							 	 	 		irregular,	

coarse	
Mitoses 	 	 	minimal/normal 	 	 	present/	atypical	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																			
forms	
Single	atypical	cells 	absent 	 	 	 	present	
Nuclear	 	enlargement 	minimal 		 	 	 	at	least>1.5	X

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																			
normal	
Anisonucleosis 	 	minimal 	 	 	 	4:1 		



Gastric epithelium lacks anisonucleosis,  
nuclear enlargement, nuclear membrane irregularity  
and crowding and loss of polarity 



Gastric 
Adenocarcinoma 

Acinar formation, nuclear enlargment slight irregularities 
 in adenocarcinoma 



Adenocarcinoma	with	abundant	
inflamma.on	



Case	1:	Diagnosis	
� Adenocarcinoma	in	a	background	of	pancreatitis	



Case	2	
�  42	yo	male	presents	with	a	hypoechoic,	well-defined	
lesion	in	the	pancreas.	EUS-FNA	is	performed.		



Images	for	case	2	







What	is	your	diagnosis?	



Challenge	
� Diagnosis	and	work-up	of	nonductal	neoplasms	



Nonductal	Neoplasms	

� Solid	Cellular	Neoplasm	Cytology	
� Monomorphic,	cellular	smears	
� Dyshesive,	numerous	single	cells	
�  Vascular	



Pancrea.c	Neuroendocrine	Tumors	

•  Tumors	with	neuroendocrine	
phenotype	

•  Cytology	
•  Monomorphic	cell	population	
•  Uniformly	cellular	smears		
•  Dispersed,	dyshesive	cells	



Pancrea.c	Neuroendocrine	Tumor	
	

• Loose aggregates 

Pseudorosettes 



Vacuolated 

Scant and wispy 

Plasmacytoid 

Granular 

Cytoplasm 



Salt and pepper chromatin 

May have prominent nucleoli 



Pancreatic Neuroendocrine Tumor 
Vascular Pattern 



Poorly	Differen.ated	Neuroendocrine	
Carcinoma	



Acinar	Cell	Carcinoma	
�  Tumors	with	acinar	phenotype	
�  Abundant	cytoplasm	with	

granules	
�  Large	nuclei	with	prominent	

nucleoli	
�  PAS	stains	demonstrate	zymogen	

granules	
�  Negative	imprint	on	Diff-Quik	



Acinar	Cell	Carcinoma	

�  Large	and	small	grape-
like	clusters		

�  Uniform,	like	normal	
acinar	cells	

• Smears richly cellular 
• Single cells, stripped nuclei 

• Grape Like clusters 
• Loosely cohesive 
• Monomorphic 

• Vascular 



Acinar	Cell	Carcinoma	
Prominent	Nucleoli	



Solid	Pseudopapillary	Neoplasm	(SPN)	

Capillary 
Mucinous stroma  
surrounding capillary Neoplastic cells 



Mucin seen on Diff Quik 



Stromal pattern may resemble adenoid cystic carcinoma. 



Mucinous stroma is pathognomic! 



PAS shows mucin 



�  The	nuclei	are	
monomorphic,	with	small	
nucleoli	

�  The	cytoplasm	is	scant	and	
amphophilic	

�  Small	nucleoli,	grooves,	
indentations	



Some cells have a cytoplasmic tail.  
 



IHC:	PanNET	VS.	ACC	VS	SPPN	
PanNET ACC SPPN 

Pan CK + + -/+ 

CK7 + + - 

CK20 +/- - - 

Vimentin - -/+ ++ 

NSE + - ++ 

β-catenin (nuclear-
cytoplasmic) 

- + + 

α1AT, α1ACT - + + 

CD 10 -/+ +/- + 

CD 56 + - + focal 

Trypsin, chymo-trypsin, 
bcl10 

- + - 

Synaptophysin, 
chromogranin 

+ - + focal 



Β Catenin 



Normal	Acini		
vs.	ACC	



PiYall:	Mistaking	PanNET	for	
Adenocarcinoma	
� PanNET	may	show	
prominent	nucleoli	
and	pseudoacini,	
mimicking	
adenocarcinoma	(top).	

� Bottom	shows	more	
nuclear	variability	and	
loss	of	salt	and	pepper	
chromatin.	



Neuroendocrine	carcinoma	interpreted	as	
adenocarcinoma	



Acinar	Cell	Carcinoma	Mistaken	as	
Adenocarcinoma	



Adenocarcinoma	vs.	PanNET	or	ACC	



Case	3	
�  65	yo	female	presented	with	cystic	mass	in	the	
pancreas.	EUS-guided	FNA	was	performed.		



Images	of	Case	3	





What	is	your	diagnosis?	



Challenge	
� Diagnosis	and	Work	up	of	Cystic	Lesions	



Cys.c	And	Intraductal	Lesions	
�  Pseudocysts/Retention	Cysts		
�  Congenital/Hereditary	

�  simple	or	solitary	true	cysts,		polycystic	diseases	
�  Infectious		
�  Neoplastic	(1-5%	all	exocrine	neoplasms)	

�  Inherently	cystic		
�  serous	cystadenoma	and	mucinous	cystic	neoplasms	

�  Neoplasms	with	cystic	degeneration	
�  Intraductal	neoplasms	

�  Nonneoplastic/Miscellaneous	
�  Lymphoepithelial	cysts	
�  Squamous	cyst	of	the	pancreatic	ducts	



Pseudocyst	



Cys.c	Neoplasms	
�  Inherently	Cystic	

�  Serous	Cystadenoma	
� Mucinous	Cystic	Neoplasm	

�  Intraductal	Neoplasms		
�  Intraductal	Papillary	Mucinous	Neoplasm	

�  Solid	Neoplasms	With	Cystic	Degeneration	
�  Solid	Pseudopapillary	Neoplasm	
�  Cystic	Pancreatic	Neuroendocrine	Tumors	



Serous	Cys.c	Neoplasm	
Typical	histopathology	and	cytopathology	



•  Gross: Scant fluid 
•  No mucin* 



Serous	Cys.c	Neoplasms		
Cytology	





Mucinous	Cys.c	Neoplasm		
Classic	histopathology	

� Lined	by	tall,	columnar,	
mucin	containing	
epithelium	
�  pancreatobiliary	phenotype	

� Epithelium	may	show	
goblet	cells	and	
neuroendocrine	cells	

� Lining	may	show	low,	
moderate	or	high	grade	
dysplasia	

� Ovarian	type	stroma	key	
to	diagnosis	



Intraductal	Papillary	Mucinous	Neoplasm	
Classic	histopathology	

•  Papillary proliferation along the ducts 
•  Thin, fibrovascular cores 



Mucin 

Neoplastic epithelium 

•  Gross: viscid, 
clear to white 
fluid, may have 
visible strands of 
mucus 

Typical cytology of IPMT or MCN 



Mucinous	background	



Mucinous	background	



IPMN	
Background	
Interpretation:	Thick	
background	mucin	with	
oncotic	cells	
Diagnostic	category:	
Neoplasm:	other	
Comment:	No	neoplastic	
epithelium	is	present	for	
evaluation	



Mucin	
Special	Stains	



IPMN/MCN	
Background	



Psammomatous	calcifica.ons	a	feature	of	
IPMN	



Neoplas.c	Mucinous	Cysts	
thick,	colloid	like	mucin	in	background		



Neoplas.c	epithelium	



IPMN	
Architecture	



IPMN	
	Irregular	Spacing	Nuclear		



IPMN/MCN	
Cytoplasm	
Cytoplasm	



Cytoplasm may be finely vacuolated 



IPMN/MCN	
Nuclear	features	
� Hypochromasia	
�  Subtle	nuclear	
membrane	
abnormalities	

� Nucleoli,	peripherally	
located,	similar	to	
papillary	carcinoma	

�  Intranuclear	grooves	
and	inclusions	
diagnostic	



IPMN/MCN	
Intranuclear	inclusions	on	Diff-Quik	



Intraductal	Oncocy.c	Papillary	
Neoplasm	



IOPN	
	cell	block	



Role	of	cytology	
� Differentiate	mucinous	from	nonmucinous	lesions	
� Assess	risk	of	malignancy	



Ancillary	Studies	in	Pancrea.c	Cyst	
Fluid	
�  Viscosity	

�  Elevated	in	MCN/IPMN/IOPN	
�  CEA	

�  Elevated	in	mucinous	neoplasms	
�  Remains	the	standard	for	separating	mucinous	from	nonmucinous	
cysts	

�  False	positives	for	some	nonmucinous	cysts,	such	as	LCOP	
�  Amylase	

�  Elevated	in	pseudocyst,	and	intraductal	papillary	mucinous	tumors	
�  Low	in	serous	cystadenoma	and	mucinous	cystic	neoplasm	

� Mutational	analysis	
�  Kras	detected	in	IPMN	and	MCN	

�  Also	in	dilated	PanIN		

�  GNAS	in	IPMN	



Criteria	for	Mucinous	Cyst	
�  Fluid	viscous,	clear	or	white	
� Cytology	shows	mucinous	background	as	described,	
+/-	neoplastic	epithelium	

� Ancillary	studies	
�  CEA	elevated	
� Mutational	analyses	

�  Kras	mutated	
�  GNAS	mutations	in	IPMN	



IPMN		
Background	

Cytopathology report: 
Thick background mucin, histiocytes, and oncotic cells, consistent with 
IPMN or neoplastic mucinous cyst 
Comment: No neoplastic epithelium is present for evaluation of dysplasia 



GI	Epithelium	vs	IPMN	
Mucin	is	different	



Gastric	Foveolar	vs	IPMN	LG	
Gastric	Foveolar	
epithelium	 IPMN	with	foveolar	lining	



IPMN/MCN	 Gastric	Foveolar	epithelium	

Cup shaped mucin 



Gastrointes.nal	Background	vs.	
Neoplas.c	Background	

Duodenal	 Neoplastic	



Neoplas.c	Mucinous	Epithelium	
	vs.	Gastric	Epithelium	

IPMN:	irregular	spacing	 Gastric:	Regular	spacing	



Gastric 

Neoplas.c	Mucinous	Epithelium	VS.	Gastric	
IPMN:	Papillary	 Calibri	



Gastric	Epithelium	
Stripped	Nuclei	

Degenerative grooves 

Inclusions 

Mucin and  
stripped nuclei 



Low	Grade	Dysplasia	

Basally located nuclei 

Abundant columnar mucin  
containing cytoplasm 

Columnar cytoplasm with mucin 

Basally located nuclei 



Moderate	dysplasia	

Pseudostratification 



	
High-Grade	Dysplasia	

Papillary tufts,  
nuclei extend to luminal border 

Mitoses 





Is it IPMN or gastric foveolar epithelium? 

Mucinous epithelium present: possibly gastric or neoplastic, 
Negative for high grade dysplasia 



 
Is there characteristic 
background mucin? 

Evaluate for neoplastic cells Does the aspirate show 
neoplastic cells? 

 
Descriptive 

Report if 
there is 
high grade 
dysplasia 

 
Descriptive 

 
Work-up as 
a solid 
lesion 

YES NO 
 

NO CELLS CELLS PRESENT YES NO 

Algorithmic Approach 
for the Cytological 
Evaluation of 
Pancreatic Cysts 



Summary	
� Utilize	an	algorithmic	approach	beginning	with	
review	of	clinical	and	imaging	findings,	this	will	
establish	the	cytological	algorithm	

� Diagnosis	of	Adenocarcinoma	
� Qualitative	and	semi-quantitative	approach	

� Nonductal	neoplasms	
� Overlapping	morphological	features	
�  Ancillary	studies	beneficial	

� Cystic	neoplasms	
� Differentiate	mucinous	from	nonmucinous	
�  Identify	high	risk	cysts	


